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We have used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), and density
functional theory (DFT) to elucidate the structure and thermodynamics of the (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦ phase of

C60 on Ag(111), which consists of a mixture of molecules in two different site/orientation states. The structure
analysis identifies the two types of molecules as (1) sitting on a vacancy with a hexagon face down and (2)
sitting on a top site with a C-C bond down. The molecules flip between the two states at a temperature-dependent
rate. We show using a thermodynamic analysis that the two states differ by 0.07 eV and are separated by an
energy barrier of 0.84 eV. Their dynamical equilibrium involves the diffusion of surface vacancies between C60

molecules, producing spatially and temporally correlated flipping events.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.86.205406 PACS number(s): 68.35.bp, 68.43.De, 68.43.Fg, 61.05.jh

The use of molecules as active components in electronic
circuits is a well-established goal,1 and C60 serves as a
prototypical molecule for such applications. It is well known
that the conductance through C60 molecules on surfaces to an
external electrode is strongly dependent on their orientation
on the surface,2–6 the surface adsorption site,7 and their
density.8 Although molecular adsorption geometry may be
fixed by strong covalent bonds on some substrates,9–11 other
surfaces present more variable interfaces,12–15 which raises
the possibility of controlling the conductance. However,
identifying their adsorption geometries and understanding how
they vary have been challenging.

Earlier STM studies established that the equilibrium struc-
ture for an annealed C60 monolayer on Ag(111) consists of
a randomly mixed phase of “bright” and “dim” molecules
in a (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦ commensurate superstructure and

that at room temperature, the molecules flip between the two
states.16,17 High-resolution STM images at low temperatures
identified the dim molecules as being oriented with a hexagon
down (hex), and bright molecules as oriented with a 6:6 C-C
bond down (6:6).18 A similar situation was observed for C60

on Au(111),4 and in that case it was suggested recently19,20

that the bright and dim molecules might also correspond to
C60 in different adsorption sites. In particular, it was proposed
that the dim molecules reside in “nanopits” or vacancies, while
the bright molecules remain on top of the surface. A similar
but more complex flipping situation also has been observed
for C60 on Ag(100).21

The formation of such nanopits is now viewed to be a fairly
common occurrence for C60 on certain close-packed metal
surfaces9,10,22–24 and has been suggested to arise from the
Coulomb repulsion between the ionically bound molecules.25

The nature of these nanopits for C60 on Ag(111) were revealed
in our recent low-temperature LEED study to consist of
single-atom vacancies.26 The adsorption geometry of the
bright molecules, however, was not determined. We show here,
using a combination of STM, LEED, and DFT, that the hex
and 6:6 molecules on Ag(111) adsorb in vacancy and top sites,

respectively, and that the “flipping” activity observed in STM
consists of a concerted motion of a substrate vacancy and
a rotation of the C60. We also present a quantitative study
of the temperature dependence of such flipping. From the
measurements of the kinetics of this flipping, we have deduced
the activation energy for the flipping to be 0.84 eV on Ag(111),
with an energy difference between the two states of 0.07 eV.
In this paper we present the quantitative determination of the
geometries of the bright and dim molecules, a model for their
dynamical equilibrium, and some insight into the flipping and
its relationship to vacancy diffusion.

The studies described here were performed on the commen-
surate Ag(111)-(2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦-C60 structure, which was

prepared by dosing the surface with C60 at room temperature
and annealing for several minutes at 400 ◦C. After dosing,
the C60 monolayer consists of a mixture of several different
phases, most of them incommensurate,13,16 but annealing
results in a monolayer that is almost exclusively the (2

√
3 ×

2
√

3)R30◦ structure and consists of the bright and dim
molecules discussed earlier. By studying the dynamics of
the bright-dim C60 flipping on Ag(111) using an Omicron
variable-temperature STM in the temperature range of 280 to
330 K, we discovered four things. First, the flipping rate from
bright to dim is the same as from dim to bright, indicating an
equilibrium situation. Second, the flipping rate is temperature
dependent. Third, flips from bright to dim are correlated to
nearby flips from dim to bright, and fourth, the ratio of the
numbers of bright and dim depends on temperature.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show STM images at 295 and 333 K,
respectively, indicating that most of the molecules are in either
bright or dim states. There are also three molecules in Fig. 1(a)
and one in Fig. 1(b) that are in a state that we call “superbright,”
a minority species comprising 1%–3% of the molecules and
which we believe is related to surface strain. In this work we
are concerned with the flipping between the bright and dim
states. The insets show difference images of two successive
STM images, separated in time by 43 s. A dark “hole”
indicates that a molecule has flipped from bright to dim, and a
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) 20 × 20 nm2 STM image of Ag(111)-(2
√

3 × 2
√

3)R30◦-C60 at T = 295 K and tunneling parameters
I = 0.06 nA, V = + 1.2 V. Inset: Difference between the image shown and the previous one, 43 s earlier. (b) 20 × 20 nm2 STM image of
same surface at T = 333 K and I = 0.07 nA, V = + 2.2 V. The inset showing the difference of two successive frames (43 s apart) demonstrates
more rapid flipping at the higher temperature. (c) Rate of flipping from bright to dim and dim to bright, as a function of inverse temperature.
The slope of the graph indicates an activation energy of 0.84 ± 0.05 eV. (d) Bright/dim ratio vs inverse T for C60 on Ag(111) indicating an
energy difference of 0.07 ± 0.02 eV. (e) Schematic diagram of a two-state model for the bright and dim molecules.

bright spot indicates that a molecule has flipped from dim to
bright.

The flipping rates for both types of flips (bright to dim and
dim to bright) are shown in Fig. 1(c). At any given temperature,
the two flipping rates are essentially identical, indicating an
equilibrium situation. Assuming an exponential dependence,
we deduced the flip activation energy to be 0.84 ± 0.05 eV,
with a prefactor of 5 ± 1 × 1010 s−1. The temperature range
we used here was limited by the scanning speed of the STM
and the kinetics of the flipping. At lower temperatures, the
flipping was so slow that the equilibration time was hours or
more, and at higher temperatures, multiple flips would occur
between frames, making it impossible to measure the flipping
rate.

The temperature dependence of the ratio of bright to dim
molecules for C60 on Ag(111) is plotted in Fig. 1(d). The ratio
of bright to dim decreases as the temperature is increased,
consistent with the dim being the more stable configuration.
Therefore, a simple picture of the equilibrium is of two states
having different energies and separated by a large energy
barrier, as shown in Fig. 1(e). Assuming an exponential
dependence for the bright-dim ratio, we have deduced that the
energy difference between the two states is 0.07 ± 0.02 eV.

It is evident in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) that most of the bright-dim
flips involve adjacent C60 molecules. In order to understand
this process better, we have carried out a structural analysis
to obtain the geometrical details of the C60 molecules. This
includes a new analysis of the LEED intensities at T = 32 K
for Ag(111)-(2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦-C60. The measurement and

calculation methods were described in an earlier paper.26 In
that work it was assumed that at T = 32 K, only one species of
C60 would be present, but our subsequent STM measurements
as low as T = 50 K indicated that this is not the case, because
the flipping kinetics are too slow for the monolayer to reach
equilibrium. In the analysis presented here, the diffraction
intensities were treated as an incoherent sum of diffraction
from the two types of C60 due to the randomness of the
spatial distribution, and the ratio was varied to obtain the
optimum fit. To reduce the computational burden of testing
all possible configurations, we limited the test models to those
that are consistent with the high-resolution STM images.18

In order to limit the number of parameters to be fitted, only
the coordinates perpendicular to the surface were allowed to
vary in the optimization. While there are undoubtedly some
lateral relaxations in this structure, LEED generally is not very
sensitive to them and any such parameters determined would
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Orientations of C60 molecules found in high-resolution STM studies on Ag(111). The molecular mirror planes
are indicated by dashed lines. The center panel shows the orientation of the top substrate layer, having indicated mirror planes. (b) Schematic
drawing showing the parameter definitions for Table I. (c) Representative LEED spectra and LEED pattern for Ag(111)-(2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦-C60.

The full set of 15 beams, having a total energy range of 4860 eV, is given in the supplementary material.27

have low precisions. Our aim here is to pinpoint the structural
features that give rise to the bright-dim contrast in the STM
images.

Figure 2 shows the molecular orientations considered in the
calculations. The hex molecules are aligned with their mirror
planes parallel to the mirror plane of the substrate. The 6:6
molecules have a mixture of three symmetrically equivalent
orientations in which the mirror planes of the molecules point
toward next-nearest neighbors, or 30◦ from the substrate mirror
planes.26

The calculated spectra were compared to the measured
spectra by the Pendry R factor,28 which has a value 0 for iden-
tical spectra and 1 for no correlation. In the first pass through
the trial structures (consisting of different site-orientation
configurations), all adsorption sites except top and vacancy
were ruled out for both substrates by having R factors greater
than 0.7. To distinguish between the remaining models, we
note that models yielding R factors greater than the optimum
R factor + RR (RR = the variance of the Pendry R factor)
can be significantly excluded based on statistical grounds.

After testing the models thus generated, the best R factors
for the different configurations of C60 on Ag(111) were in the
range of 0.34–0.40. After mixing the hex and 6:6 molecules,
the R factors were between 0.24 and 0.28. The RR factor was

0.02; therefore models having R > 0.26 are very unlikely to
correspond to the true structure. This allowed us to rule out
the 6:6-vac geometry, leaving mixtures of either hex-top or
hex-vac molecules with 6:6-top molecules. Since the earlier
DFT results indicated that the hex-top is less favorable than
the hex-vac by at least 0.3 eV,26 we excluded it from further
analysis. As indicated in Table I, the best result for T =
32 K is a 50:50 mixture of hex-vac and 6:6-top molecules.

TABLE I. Best Pendry R factors obtained from the specified
mixtures of C60 molecules on Ag(111). Hex refers to the hexagon-
down orientation, 6:6 refers to the C-C bond down orientation, top or
vac refers to the top or vacancy adsorption site, respectively, and the
angles refer to the orientation of the molecular mirror plane relative
to the substrate mirrorplane (see Fig. 2). Bold indicates the best fit
configuration.

C60/Ag(111) Hex-top Hex-vac 6:6-top 6:6-vac

Incoherent mixing (0◦ + 180◦) (0◦ + 180◦) (30◦) (30◦)
Hex-top (0◦ + 180◦) 0.35 0.34 0.25 0.28
Hex-vac (0◦ + 180◦) 0.34 0.34 0.24 0.28
6:6-top (30◦) 0.37
6:6-vac (30◦) 0.40
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TABLE II. Best-fit parameters for C60 on Ag(111) according to
the LEED analysis. The parameters are defined in Fig. 2. d(Ag-C)
corresponds to the nearest-neighbor distance between the C60 and
the Ag; the rest are perpendicular distances. � corresponds to the
average intralayer buckling amplitude. Dimensions are in Å. The
bulk interlayer spacing of Ag(111) is 2.35 Å.

Parameter Hex-vac 6:6 - top

dz(C60) 5.2 ± 0.1 5.5 ± 0.1
d(Ag-C) 2.5 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1
dz(Ag1-C) 2.0 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1
dz(Ag1-Ag2) 2.35 ± 0.03 2.34 ± 0.04
dz(Ag2-Ag3) 2.34 ± 0.04 2.34 ± 0.05
dz(Ag3-Ag4) 2.35 ± 0.06 2.34 ± 0.06
�1 0.03 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.04
�2 0.02 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.05
�3 0.03 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.06

Furthermore, the hex molecules comprise a 50:50 mixture
of mirror planes parallel and antiparallel to the substrate
mirror plane, as found in the earlier study,26 while the C:C
bond molecules are equally distributed between the three
symmetry-equivalent orientations. The mixed analysis resulted
in a significant improvement over the R factor (0.34) obtained
using only hex-vac C60.

Some representative LEED spectra from each case are
shown in Fig. 2(c), and the full set of spectra is given in
the supplementary material.27 Table II gives some of the
structural parameters determined by LEED, according to
the schematic drawings shown in Fig. 2(b). Both structures
involve a small relaxation of the substrate atoms closest to
the C60 molecules. There is very little deformation of the C60

molecules, presumably due to the large energy cost to deform
the C-C bonds, compared to the C60-Ag bonds.

Although the mechanism for the formation of the nanopits
under fullerenes has been investigated,10,24,25 the dynamics of
the bright-dim flipping has not. As shown in Fig. 1, the flipping
in this case usually involves adjacent C60 molecules. We have
shown here that the dim molecules are on vacancies and bright
molecules are on top sites; therefore the adjacent bright-dim
flipping implies that a substrate atom has disappeared from
one C60 site and appeared at an adjacent C60 site, and that
most of the energy barrier for the flipping must be the energy
cost for a vacancy to move from beneath a C60 molecule
to an intermediate site. The experimental observation of
flipping thus involves the rapid diffusion of substrate vacancies
between the C60 sites, to which the vacancy is strongly
attracted. The diffusion barrier for a vacancy on Ag(111) has
been calculated using surface embedded atom method to be
0.404 eV,29 compared to the flipping barrier we have measured
of 0.84 eV. The flipping process is more complex however.
When a flip occurs, there are multiple diffusion paths for the
vacancy, that is, if the vacancy jumps from site to site on
the Ag(111) surface, then at least four hops are required to
move from one C60 to the next. That also precludes a direct
interpretation of the measured exponential prefactor (5 ×
1010 s−1), which is related to the attempt frequency, and which
for many simple examples of diffusion can be related to the
lateral vibrational frequency of the vacancy.30

TABLE III. Calculated adsorption energies for specific geome-
tries of C60 on Ag(111). The energy ranges given correspond to
the extra Ag atoms from the vacancies being located on the surface
between C60 molecules (low number) or in a bulk site (high number).

1-C60 Eads (eV) 2-C60 configuration Eads (eV)

Hex-vac 1.44–1.74 Hex-vac + hex-vac 1.44–1.74
Hex-top 1.20 Hex-vac + hex-top 1.36–1.51
6:6-top 1.27 Hex-vac + 6:6-top 1.40–1.55
6:6-vac 0.94–1.24 Hex-vac + 6:6-vac 1.22–1.52

To gain insight into the energetics of this process, we
have extended the earlier DFT studies26,31 to include 6:6
orientations, and we have also looked at a (4

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦

surface supercell that accommodates two C60 molecules, in
order to explore the effects of mutual C60 orientations on
their stability. While this model has many shortcomings, for
example, it is not possible to describe the complex distribution
of C60 with just two molecules, it does provide some useful
insight, as described below. In order to achieve a convergence
with an error below 0.01 eV for the adsorption energy, it was
necessary to increase the k-point mesh in this calculation from
(3 × 3 × 1) mesh used earlier26,31 to (6 × 6 × 1). This
shifts the absolute values of the adsorption energies some-
what, but the relative differences between configurations are
maintained.

Table III indicates the adsorption energy per C60 molecule
for various configurations, referenced to an isolated monolayer
of hex-orientation C60. Using this reference means that the
average C60-C60 interaction energy is mostly excluded from
the adsorption energies, but orientational effects will remain.
In cases where a vacancy is formed, the exact location of the
extracted substrate atom has a significant effect on the adsorp-
tion energy. We have calculated the energies for two limits. In
the first, the Ag atom is allowed to adsorb on top of the surface
(denoted as “rec” in our previous work). In the second, the
Ag atom takes a lattice site in the bulk of the crystal. The true
situation is likely to be within this range. The values in Table III
indicate that with only one type of C60 molecule present, the
hex-vac geometry is much more favorable than the hex-top,
while the 6:6-top is more favorable than the 6:6-vac. The
preference for hex-vac extends to the mixed system, with the
most favorable situation having all molecules in hex-vac ge-
ometries, and the second-most favorable situation hex-vac +
6:6-top. The ordering of the adsorption energies for the 2-C60

case is the same as for the 1-C60 case, suggesting that the
mutual molecular orientation of neighbors does not strongly
affect the adsorption energies. These results, along with the
dependence of the bright-dim ratio on temperature, leads us to
conclude that the bright-dim mixing is entropic, facilitated by
the small energy difference between the hex-vac and 6:6-top
configurations, measured to be 0.07 eV in the experiment. The
large barrier between the states, measured to be 0.84 eV in the
experiment, prevents the monolayer from reaching the ground
state at low temperature.

The new DFT calculations also indicate that there is a
slight (<0.05 eV) dependence of the adsorption energy on
the azimuthal orientation of the 6:6-top molecules relative to
the substrate, with the most favorable positions having the
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C60 mirror planes aligned along the 30◦ direction, as found in
STM18 and shown in Fig. 1(a). This dependence is maintained
in the 2-C60 configuration, one indication of a very weak
anisotropic C60-C60 interaction. On thicker films, it is known
that a 4-sublattice C60 structure forms at low temperature as
a result of anisotropic C60-C60 interactions.32 For our system
it appears that the orientational ordering is dominated by the
C60-substrate interaction rather than the anisotropic C60-C60

interaction. This is supported by the observation that the 6:6
bond directions for this structure on Au(111) are 30◦ different
from those on Ag(111),4 and it also concurs with our related
DFT calculations for both systems [Au(111) results are not
presented here].

In conclusion, we have measured the equilibrium configu-
ration of C60 molecules in the Ag(111)-(2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R30◦

phase to determine that the two molecular states have very
similar energies with a relatively large barrier between them.
We have determined the geometries of the two states to be
hex-vac, which consists of a C60 with a hexagon down on a
vacancy site, and 6:6-top, which consists of a C60 with a 6:6
bond down on a top site. At finite temperatures there is an
entropic distribution of the two states, with the proportion of
hex-vac molecules increasing as the temperature is lowered.
The flips from one state to another are spatially and temporally
correlated, indicating that the flipping involves the diffusion
of surface vacancies, which diffuse rapidly but are strongly
attracted to C60 molecules.

A very similar mixed phase with flipping behavior has
been observed on Au(111),4,16,19 where the flipping rate was

measured to be about 1 × 10−4 flips/s at 295 K.19 This is a
factor of ∼3 lower than the results presented here for Ag(111)
at the same temperature. If we assume that the preexponential
factor is the same for Ag and Au, then we find that the energy
barrier for Au is about 0.03 eV larger for Au than for Ag,
or about 0.87 eV. This is consistent with the larger vacancy
formation energy for Au(111) compared to Ag(111), 0.83 eV
vs 0.76 eV. For the studies of these two systems, it is fortuitous
that the range where the dynamics are easily measured happens
to be near room temperature for both. One difference, however,
is that the correlated flipping on Au(111) is apparently not
as confined to nearest neighbors,19 which may be related to
differences in vacancy diffusion, or in the “attraction” of the
vacancies to the C60 molecules. It would be interesting to
explore C60 or similar molecules on surfaces with range of
vacancy formation energies, perhaps with simulations, to gain
insight into the interplay of the various interactions that affect
this behavior.
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